from the classroom

Physical Education Homework
Learning Outside the School Walls
by Brent D. Bradford and Ashleigh K. Evaniew

I

n a time when sedentary and other unhealthy lifestyle choices are so
commonly pointed out through various media outlets in our society, it
seems to be an important time for us, as educators, to continue being
innovative and explorative in order for our elementary school children
to develop the skills required for healthy and physically active lifestyles.
Although there are several effective ways to help children with this issue
in addition to quality physical education programming such as a PHE Fair
(Bradford, 2013), this article aims to share some practical ideas related to
children’s physical education outside the school walls.
As with any subject area, additional work outside school can have several
positive benefits such as skill application and enhancement and opportunities for children to share their learning with family members. Although homework continues to play an important role in children’s learning in subjects such
as Language Arts and Math, Physical Education homework may not seem so
common (and worthy). Therefore, as a current teacher educator (Brent) and a
current Grade 5 teacher (Ashleigh), we wish to share a few Physical Education
homework ideas in hopes you may find them useful (and worthy) for children’s
learning.
Physical Education homework holds the potential to meet several curricular outcomes including physical, speaking, writing and math skills, along
with several life skills (e.g., cooperation, dedication, determination, goal-setting,
motivation, perseverance).
The following three Physical Education homework ideas are intended to
be modified, added to, and improved upon so that your students have opportunities to participate in physical activities that they enjoy, want to improve in
and/or wish to involve family members in. Enjoy creating checklists, bingo type
games and projects that reflect seasonal changes in your area (e.g., winter activities) and/or special holiday events (e.g., Valentine’s Day).

Let the active participation, sharing, learning, goal-setting—and so many
more learning opportunities—begin from Physical Education homework!
Physical Education Checklist to Success
The “Physical Education Checklist to Success” can be as simple as listing a
variety of physical activities with different levels of difficulty. Although children
could have from one week to a few months to complete the checklist at home
(teacher choice), the checklist should include a range of activities and physical
skills with a good dose of challenge.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CHECKLIST TO SUCCESS
With a family member
1. Perform 10 push-ups in 5 rooms of your house!
2. Explain 5 reasons why Physical Activity is important!
3. Strike a ball using 3 different body parts!
4. Explain in written form what “Cooperation” means!
5. Create a playbook from your favourite sport!
6. Describe a sport using descriptive language!
7. Explain 10 of your class’ safety rules for Physical Education!
8. Research a favourite sport! (Where did it originate?)

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

9. Keep stats of your favourite player, then create a stats graph!
10. Create an Obstacle Course in your yard!			
10.1. Record how long it takes to complete the Obstacle Course!
10.2. Try to improve your time!				
10.3. Challenge a friend or family member to beat your time!

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

Physical Education MOVE-O Card
The Physical Education MOVE-O (Bingo type) Card can be an effective way for children and their families to engage in physical activities together.
Physical activities that offer breadth and variety are essential for children (and
family members) to be exposed to; a sense of enjoyment and challenge should
be experienced when filling in the MOVE-O Card.
As an example, children and their teachers could research local fitness
centres for family classes, drop-in classes, free community activities and areas
(e.g., playgrounds, tennis courts, baseball parks, etc.) for inclusion on the
MOVE-O Card. Once the MOVE-O Card is designed, children can take it
home to begin the process of filling it in completely.
Alternate Idea: Keep the challenge interesting in short periods of time.
For example, set up mini-challenges (e.g., fill in a horizontal line, vertical line,
four corners, etc.)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MOVE-O
(Physical Activities Are To Be Completed With A Family Member)

M

O

V

E

O

Yoga for
30+ minutes

Child’s Physical
Activity Choice
________

Lawn Bowl for
30+ minutes

Swim for
30+ minutes

Walk for
30+ minutes

Play Road
Hockey for
30+ minutes

Play Catch for
30+ minutes

Design/Perform
Hopscotch for
30+ minutes

Complete an
accumulated
50 Push-ups

Play Tennis
for 30+ minutes

Swim for
30+ minutes

Write Down and
Explain
5 Physical
Activity Goals

Child’s Physical
Activity Choice
________

Skip Rope for
30+ minutes

Attend a Local
Sports Game

Attend a Local
Sports Game

Bike Ride for
30+ minutes

Roller Blade for
30+ minutes

Play Catch for
30+ minutes

Walk for
30+ minutes

Explain 5
Healthy Choices
You Made in
1 Day

Swim for
30+ minutes

Pass a Soccer
Ball for
30+ minutes

Create/Perform
a 5+ minute
Dance Sequence

Child’s Physical
Activity Choice
________

The Physical Education “6-STEP” Assignment
As another approach to providing Physical Education homework opportunities for children, we would like to share a strategy that could be extended
over a longer period of time. As with the previous two examples, the objective behind the “6-Step” assignment is to help develop a sense of cooperation
continued page 18
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between children and their families en route to developing enhanced levels of
self-efficacy, knowledge, attitudes and skills required to live healthy and physically active lifestyles.
THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 6-STEP ASSIGNMENT
Name: ________________

Date: __________________

Attention elementary school children: write your work in your “Physical Education
Notebook to Success.”
“SHARE”… “LEARN”… “SET GOALS”
STEP #1: Write down all the games/activities you really enjoy participating in. Share with
a family member what you wrote down!
STEP #2: Ask a family member to play outside with you. When you are outside, show
your family member how good you are at your favourite games/activities. For example,
demonstrate how well you throw a ball, shoot a hockey puck, catch a football, swing a
tennis racquet, etc. Show off your skills and be proud of yourself!
STEP #3: Ask a family member to demonstrate to you and teach you some more advanced
skills in your favourite games/activities (e.g., kicking a soccer ball properly, throwing a
baseball a far distance, serving a tennis ball with speed, etc.).
STEP #4: Write a list of games/activities you have never played before. Share with a family
member what you wrote!
STEP #5: Ask a family member to demonstrate to you and teach you some skills in some of
the games/activities that you have never played before. Enjoy learning some new games/
activities!
STEP #6: “Story Time!” After you have had a chance to go through STEPS #1 to 5, write a
short essay about your favourite games/activities, and how you really enjoy participating
in them. Your essay should also discuss how a family member found the time to help you
learn to play some different games/activities!
Once your story is written, read it aloud to your family… to your class… and then…
START AGAIN AT STEP #1 (when your teacher re-assigns it)!
“SHARE”… “LEARN”… “SET GOALS”

As you read through the sample Physical Education Checklist to Success,
MOVE-O Card and the 6-Step assignment, you probably noticed (and came
up with) a wide range of ideas that could be included for your specific students’
learning needs. When creating Physical Education homework, strive to remember the importance of offering them challenges, breadth and variety while also
promoting a sense of enjoyment for them to experience!
Subject Integration
Providing children with opportunities to engage in Physical Education
homework can result in so much more than enhanced skill levels required to
participate successfully in Physical Education. The following is a short list of
subject integration possibilities related to Physical Education homework. As
you read through the list of possibilities, it is hoped that you come up with some
additional ones and share them with your colleagues!
Art
• studying the designs of National Flags when watching international competitions
• designing a brochure promoting “The Importance of Physical Education”
• using a Physical Education experience as the inspiration for a piece of art
• using photography to demonstrate a Physical Education skill
Language Arts
• writing in their “Physical Education Notebooks to Success”
• reading aloud “Stories of Success” in Physical Education
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• presenting a persuasive essay about “Healthy Lifestyle” habits
• creating a poster displaying the steps for a proper “Overhand Pitch”
• writing a movie script called “My Journey Toward a Healthy, Physically
Active Lifestyle” complete with a movie poster
Math
• measuring distances of baseball/football throws, soccer kicks, etc., in
both standard and non-standard measurements
• creating graphs representing number of push-ups that accumulate over
the course of one month and then comparing the graphs to other months
• moving physically to basic facts (e.g., jumping jacks)
• timing and graphing “Personal Bests” in 100 metre sprints over a period
of time
Music
• creating a group dance sequence that tells a story through movement and
performing it school-wide
• writing a song that inspires family members to become physically active
• researching a variety of songs that professional teams play during games
and then playing them during times of being physically active with others
Science
• researching weather reports of various sporting locations and sharing
them during the “Morning Announcements”
• learning how to properly take one’s heart rate prior to, during and after
exercise and explaining to others the importance of the various rates
• examining the variety of materials that make up different sports equipment
Social Studies
• using mapping skills during family-wide orienteering activities
• researching and participating in a variety of national sports from different
countries (e.g., Tchoukball)
• researching and writing a paper on the “History of a Sport”
An important part of a child’s school year is learning at home. Homework
is as common as having children sit in their desks at school. However, there are
subject areas that receive much more attention than others during homework
time. With what is known about the positive effects of healthy and physically
active lifestyles, we believe Physical Education homework will play a primary
role in the overall development of children. Each and every day, we can read a
journal, a newspaper, and hear on the radio that when children live healthy and
physically active lifestyles, they perform better in school. This point should not go
unnoticed. As educators, let’s send home some Physical Education homework
assignments this year and observe how children are impacted. We believe it will
benefit them and their family members greatly!
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